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:Various types of crimped synthetic?bre ,yarnsuare in 
use in the manufacture of textiles, and particularly of 
knitted fabrics and garments. Theiimaterials from which 
‘they are made, ‘such as nylon and other polyamides, 
“Terylene” .and"“Orlon,” are all ‘thermoplastic materials; 
.thatyis, when a yarn made ,frornwthem is held in a folded 
or..crimped from While being subjected to an elevated 

.“temperature, it becomes “set’r’ _in.-t_hat form and retains 
, its crimp at all temperatures below the setting tempera 
ture. ‘It will be appreeiated‘thatt-the'jnsertion Of crimps 
in a yarn gives it “stretch” properties. When the yarn 
‘is pulled, the ,crimps unfold ‘and ‘the yarn extends in 
length; when the pull is removed, ‘the ,crimps reform 
and the yarn contracts in length Thisicrimped form 
‘has proved tohe oufipartieiila‘r. value inthe construction 
of fully-fashioned hose.‘ The many desirable properties 
of a material ‘like nylantarthe construction of fully 
fashioned hose are well known. =~BY :Using the same yarn 
in a crimped form, there are‘ added ‘to these ‘properties 
the equally. desinable characteristics in the‘ hose _of close 
?t and “cling” ‘during wear, “give” to the movements 
of the leg of the wearer,‘ the ahili?tyof the hose, to lit a 
range of sizes, ,andextra warmth and s‘oftnessto the touch. 
One form of crimp which hasibeenri used successfully 

.in the manufacture of fully-fashioned hose, is a helical 
‘construction. In this form the‘ yarn acts as an easily 
extensible and recoverable. spring, and ‘fabrics made from 
it have these same characteristics of easy extension under 
pull, together with warmth in wear and softness of handle. 
‘One yarn, ‘having this particular. construction, is already 
on the market Iandis ‘?nding wide-application in the 
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manufacture of fully-fashioned ,ihose. It is made by a 
drawing a hot yarn, under tension, ‘over an edge. When 
on subsequentlyvbeing subjected ‘to arelaxing treatment, 
the yarn develops a‘. helical crimp. It is“ important‘to 
note that during the drawing .over the edge in preparing 
this particular yarn, one side of the yarn, i.e., that in 

45 

contact with the edge, becomes ?attened,‘ audit will be . 
. observed, when the crimpin the yarn has been fully 
‘developed, that the ?attened“v side .is on the inside v‘of the 
..helix. ‘ 

The present invention represents an entirelynnew and 
improved method of Imaking a “stretch” yarn ‘of con 

..struction similar to the above. The principle, upon which 
_the method is based, has come from observations ‘made. 
‘during the course of research carriedout onthe physical 

, properties of thermoplastic ?bre-forming materials. 
The present invention .gprovides a method of impart 

ing a crimped effect to thermoplastic yarn, which com 
prises stretching the yarn, heating it, while stretched, .in 
such manner that a temperature gradient is‘ set up across 
the yarn, cooling it and permitting it to relax. The ex-‘ 
.pression “cooling .it” is employed to include. permitting 
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it to cool. This method‘ permits the ready production of 
yarn having stretch properties. The properties of the 
resultant fabric are enhanced if ‘the yarn, desirably after 
having been formed into fabric, is submitted while in a 
relaxed state to further heat treatment _at a temperature 
intermediate the low temperature of ‘the gradient and the 
‘highest temperature the fabric is likely to be subjected to. 
Particularly in the case of stockings this highest tern 
Parature is encountered in the prerboarding Operation 
andmay be about ‘180° ‘C. 
The invention further‘pr‘oyides a method of imparting 

a crimped e?ect to thermoplastic yarn, which consists 
in stretching the yarn, and rendering permanent the 
stretch along one side of the yarn by heat treatment. 

‘The invention also provides a method of imparting 
a substantially helical crimped effect to thermoplastic 
yarn, which comprises stretching the yarn, ‘and causing 
one ‘side of the yarn to retain permanently a greater pro 
portion of the applied stretch lay-establishing a tempera 
ture ‘gradient across the stretched yarn andthcrcafter 
cooling and relaxing the yarn; ‘i " ' 7 

The invention further provides apparatus for impart~ 
ing a crimped effect to thermoplastic yarn, comprising 
means for stretching the yarn, heating meansnfor heat 
ing it while stretched and for producing a temperature’ 
gradient across the 
laxing the yarn. 

The. invention still further provides a crimped yarn 
produced by the above method and fabric manufactured 
from the yarn. . 

The above and other features of the invention set out 
in ‘the appended claims are incorporated in the construc~ 
_tion which will now be described as a speci?c embodi 
ment with reference to the accompanying" drawings in 
which: ‘ 

FIGURE ‘1 is _a section ‘through a ?lament; 
FIGURE 2 is a longitudinal section through a short 

yarn, and means for cooling addre 

‘length-of ?lament treated according to this invention; 
FIGURE 3 illustrates the main components of appa 

ratus for carrying out this invention, while, 
FIGURE 4 illustrates a length of‘the crimped yarn 

in its ?nal form. " 

FIGURE 5 is a side view of one “construction of ap 
paratus according to the invention, 
FIGURE 6 is a front view of part of FIGURE 5. 
FIGURE 7 is _a plan view of FIGURE ,6’. 
‘Experiments have shown that, if a thermoplastic ?la 

ment is stretched bya given amount, and heated .to a high 
temperature while in this state _of extension, ._it will re 
tain allnthis extension permanently. At‘lower tempera 
tures, a much smaller amount of extension isYretained 
.until a temperature is reached whenrthe‘ ?lament recovers 
vimmediately ‘from the extension. In the case of nylon, 
‘the high temperature to cause retention of all the exten 
sion must be‘ 210° C. or higher, up to‘ the melting point 

When the temperature is as low as ‘80° C., 
the ‘?lament does not retain any permanent extension, re 
covery being complete once ‘the stretching load has been 
removed. This fact has been‘ used _in devising ‘the new 
method. Referring ‘to FIGURE 1, the idea 2is to hold 
the ?lament It) so ‘that it is under strain, and to heat one 
side of the ?lament A, but apply no heat to the opposite 
side B. The heating conditions are selected so that/there 
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is formed a suitable temperature gradient across the cross 
section of the ?lament from A to B. 

Let it be supposed that a nylon “66” mono?lament is 
extended almost to its limit, and surface A is heated to 
say, 230° C., whereas the temperature of surface B is kept 
down to about 80° C. On removing the extending force, 
surface A will retain its extension of about 10%, while 
surface B will recover from the extension. The ?lament 
must, therefore, curl and form a helix. If the ?lament is 
then taken and treated in boiling water (the further heat 
treatment hereinbefore mentioned), the helix will tighten 
up further. The reason is that the boiling water tempera 
ture will cause a further shrinkage on surface B but will 
have no effect on the heavily heat-treated surface A. The 
total differential shrinkage between the two surfaces A 
and B, due to the these two treatments, will be approxi 
mately 20%, and a closely spiralled ?lament will result. 
The helix will reverse its spiralled direction every so often 
in order to avoid overall torsion. 

Let it be supposed that the conditions of heating have 
been selected so that the amount of shrinkage at any 
point across the ?lament is proportional to the distance 
of that point from surface A. FIGURE 2 shows, in 
diagrammatic form, a section of ?lament 10 which has 
been bent into a curve by differential heating and after 
treatment in boiling water as described. If the length of 
the original ?lament was 100 units, and the outer surface 
was permanently stabilised under an extension of 10%, it 
will have a ?xed length of 110 units. Upon boiling water 
treatment, the inner surface would contract a further 
10%, say, to give a length of 90 units, i.e. there would be 
a difference in length between the inner and outer sur 
face of 20 units. The diameter of a 15 denier nylon mon 
o?lament is approximately 1.8 thousands of an inch 
Let x be the radius of curvature of the section of ?lament 

Then 

20x=180 and x=9 thousandths of an inch. From 
this, the length of a single spiral, 21x, =56.5 thousandths 
of an inch. 

If such a ?lament is knitted up to form a ?ne gauge 
hose, it has been found that, when the length of one spiral 
of the ?lament coincides with that of ?lament contained 
in (or constituting) a knitted stitch, the resulting fabric 
remains virtually uncrimped. It happens that the two' 
spiral length and stitch length, do approach each other in 
yarns of this type and, in consequence, the selection of 
spiral length and curvature must be chosen very carefully 
indeed. It has been found that a hose fabric has the best 
appearance and stretch characteristics when the length of 
the spiral is close to 2/s of the stitch length. For ?ne 
gauge hose, the stitch length is of the order of 100 thou 
sandths of an inch, and 66 thousandths of an inch would 
be the ideal length of spiral. As shown by the calcula 
tion, the present method applied to a nylon mono?lament 
would allow this, and even a smaller, spiral length to be 
obtained. 
Yarns of denier higher than 15, are composed of a 

number of 3 denier ?laments. Such yarns would be 
treated, according to our invention, in a virtually un 
twisted state with the ?laments lying side by side to form 
a ?at ribbon. The individual 3 denier ?laments would 
be capable of even a shorter crimp length since, for a 
?xed differential shrinkage, the coil radius and pitch 
length are proportional to the diameter of the ?lament. 
A number of methods of producing the differential 

shrinkage of yarns and filaments, constrained in lengthl 
are available. Some of these are: 

(1) Using heat conduction by contact with a hot sur~ 
faces 
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4 
(2) Using differential absorption of radiation, i.e. in‘ 

fra-red rays, which is dissipated within the ?lament in the 
form of heat; 

(3) Treating one side of the yarn with a swelling agent; 
(4) By subjecting the yarn to a controlled direction 

convection draught. 
The method which has been used to produce the helical 

yarn in experimental quantities is method 1. Certain 
precautions must be taken if the desired effect is to be 
obtained. If the yarn is heated, at one time, over an 
appreciable length, it must not be allowed to rotate about 
its axis, otherwise its whole surface will be heated to 
the same high temperature. In the case of nylon “66,” 
the hottest temperature must exceed 210° C. if all the 
extension is to be retained and the smallest size of coil 
in the stretch yarn is to be obtained. In instances where 
larger coil sizes are required, this is governed by the 
amount of extension and the height of the temperature, 
and conveniently in practice the amount of extension is 
maintained constant and the temperature is varied accord 
ing to requirements. For a given temperature at the 
cool side of the yarn and for a given amount of exten 
sion, the size of coil is dependent upon the temperature 
at the hot side of the yarn. It is preferred to keep the 
cool side below 80° C. so that in the case of nylon, that 
side does not retain any permanent extension and to heat 
the other side to at least 180° C. The yarn must make 
good contact with the heating surface, and the use of 
nip rollers may be desirable. If, during heating, the sur 
face of the yarn in contact with the hot surface becomes 
?attened slightly, there will be a better transference of 
heat to the yarn. Apart from this, the ?attening of the 
surface has no other signi?cance; it does not correspond 
to the ?attening which takes place during the processing 
of an existing stretch yarn which has been described 
earlier. In that case, as already stated, the ?attened face 
is on the inside of the helix; in the crimped yarn made 
according to the present invention, the ?attened face would 
be on the outside of the helix. In operating the present 
method successfully, the yarn should preferably be fully 
extended before the differential heating is applied, and not 
while the heating is being applied, in order to obtain the 
best results. Finally, any sliding over the surfaces used 
should be avoided in order to prevent rotation of the 
yarn and obtain the best crimp. 
An apparatus for processing the yarn according to the 

present invention is shown in diagrammatic form in 
FIGURE 3. It consists of four positively driven rollers 
11, 12, 13 and 14, of which roller 13 is heated. Roller 11 
is rotated at a slightly slower peripheral speed than rollers 
12, 13 and 14; if the peripheral speed of 11 is S, than 
those of the other rollers 12, 13 and 14 is S+10% S. 
The yarn 10 is wrapped around each of the rollers one 
or more times. Between rollers 11 and 12, the yarn is 
extended or “drawn” 10% in length, and it is taken by 
the heated roller 13 in that condition. Finally, it is (led 
livered by roller 14 to the usual yarn package. Subsidid 
ary pulleys or guides can be used at each roller to prevent 
slippage of the yarn. In general, the yarn will be wrapped 
once only round the heated roller 13, and it may even be 
wrapped only over a portion of the circumference of 
that roller. It may be considered advisable to use an 
auxiliary nip ‘roller in contact with, and rotating at the 
same speed, as roller 13 in order to ensure a better trans 
fer of heat to the yarn surface. This auxiliary roller 
might, with advantage, be chilled in order to regulate the 
temperature gradient across the yarn. The form of the 
?nal crimped yarn is indicated in FIGURE’ 4. - 

It will be appreciated that by employing the auxiliary 
nip roller to promote the heat transference the apparatus. 
is capable of processing a helical crimped yarn at high 
speed. At high speeds it may be necessary to have the 
temperature of the heated roller in excess of the melting 
point of the yarn material being processed in order my 
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compensate f‘orthe very short time during “which the yarn ‘ 
is in contact with the heated surface. 
The further heat, treatment, here‘inbefore mentioned‘can 

be carried out‘ on the yarn, while the latter is ‘in a‘relaxed 
condition, prior to the‘ yarn being knitted‘into fabric but 
since this makes the-yarn more di?icult to deal‘with, it is 
preferred toicarry out the further treatment on the relaxed . 
fabric itself.‘ The Useofboili‘ng‘ water, in‘ which the .re 
laxed fabric‘ is immersed (preferably with agitation) "is a 
convenient way of carrying out the-further treatment but 
heat may be applied in other ways. , 

The‘ apparatus of FIGURESS to 7 can be satisfactorily 
employed to obtain an economic production of the 
crimped yarn. 1 

Referring ‘?rst to FIGURES 5 to 7, there is provided 
a support structure ‘15 supporting -the~rollers 11, 12, 13, 

upwardly from a supply package 16,‘ through conventional 
tenslonlng means ‘17, over‘ stretching‘ rollers 11 and 12a 
‘number of -ti-mes,*partly-around a.-heating roller 13, over 
drawingso? or let-o? rollers 14,18 a number of times, and 
to take off means 19. 

priveifrom“ a motor 20-is transmitted through agear‘ 
‘unit 21 and chain and sprocket means 22 to‘ the stretching . 
roller-11, the-heating‘ roller .13, and drawing-off- roller 14. 
There is-also a-take-up drive transmission ‘23 and ‘a clutch 
control 123. The‘ stretching‘roller 12‘ and the ‘roller 18 
are idler rollers. , ‘ 

All the rollers 11, 12, 14, 13 are drum-like and-formed 
with annular grooves 11a, ‘12a,<14a,=18‘a for the yarn 10 
‘to travel round them a number of times from one end to 
the other of the rollers. Thestretching ‘rollers 11, 12 
step up in diameter from groove togroove so as to be‘ of 
conical-like ‘form and the drawingsotf ‘rollers 14,- 18 are 
of parallel form, The idler stretching roller 12- is on an 
axis slightly inclined (e.g. at 3°) to the axis of the driven 
stretching roller‘ 13, and the idler roller 18 is on an axis 

‘ slightly inclined (eg. at 3°) to ‘the axis of the driven 
roller 14. i 1 - 

The peripheral speed of roller 11 at its smallestdiam 
eter is 10% less than, and at its. la-rgestidiameterlis the 
same as, that of roller 14:‘.thereby -giving10% extension 
to the yarn. By the particular arrangement ofthe stretch 
ing‘rollers 11, 12 the yarn ‘10 is extendedmin ‘a series of 
small steps‘iupt to a point‘whereat, it leaves stretching 
rollers 11, 12, in a state of ‘the full 10% .extension,'and 
the risk of ‘yarn breakage when starting‘up‘is at a mini 
mum. The risk of the yarn rolling or twisting, due ‘to the 
slightly inclined attitudelof the ‘yarn coils on both‘ the 
stretching rollers 11, 12 and the rollers 14, 18,‘is mini 
m'ised by'the axial inclination of the idler rollers 12, 18 
which cause the transfer of the ya1n10'from step to‘ste'p 
to take‘place as nearly as‘possible in the‘direction of 
rotation. ‘ 

To avoid “creep” of the. yarn 10 in a‘tendency-to re 
duce the considerable tensi'oh‘on it ‘after ‘it leaves the 
stretching rollers 11,12, ‘the driven stretching roller 11 is 
disposed as close as practicable to ‘the ‘heating roller ‘13. 
The heatedroller ‘13, conveniently of light 1disc ‘con 

struction, is heated in‘this example‘, by disposing round 
it a block 25 or" steel or other metal which is held‘at the 
required temperature by any suitable heating means such 
for example as by ‘two electrical heating elements“ (not 
shown) of the resistance type embedded in the block .25, > 
or by other means. Heat losses are ‘reduced by the‘heated 
roller 13 beingidisposed in a close?tting cavity‘in‘ ‘the 
block 25 leaving only suf?cient of “ the‘heategd roller 13 
exposed ‘fortthe yarn’s contact with it, and‘the outer part 
of the block 25 is covered “withasbestos“heat-insulating 
compound. ' Mountings‘ for the heated roller 13 "are con 
veniently located outside the block 25 through the medium 
oflan extended spindle ‘and outer‘ bearings, these being 
consequently kept cool to avoid di?iculties of high tem 
per-ature lubrication. Heat is accurately controlled con 

Th'e yarn 10 travels‘ 
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veniently by a thermostat in the block'25 and a hand con-v 
trol 113 therefor. 
The yarn 10 is pressed into contact with the‘heated 

roller 13 by a small diameter auxiliary roller 26 (FIG 
URE 6) which is of light disc construction and is mounted 
on a pivoted arm 27 capable of being swung about an 
axis A’ parallel to the heated roller axis B’. Care is taken 
to ensure that the axes of the auxiliary roller'26 and of 
the heated roller 13 are accurately parallel toavoid twist~ 
ing of the yarn. Thetwo rollers should operate accu 
rately‘without wobble. This accuracy is important having 
regard to the critical dimensions of yarn section and nip 
between the rollers; for example when the yarn 10 isa 
mono-?lament nylon yarn of 3 denier ?lament, the nip 
size is no greater than 0.00076 inch. 7 The auxiliary roller 
26 can be chilled for example by directing a ?ow of cold 
air on to it say from a pneumatic system which also con 
trols the relation‘ of the auxiliary roller 'to the heated roller 
13. More ‘speci?cally the auxiliary roller26 is biassed 
away from the heated roller 13 by gravity and towards it 
by a pneumatic piston and cylinder 28 acting on a tail 
27a‘ of the pivoted arm 27 (although controllable spring 
means may be provided for the latter purpose if desired). 

There is also provided a yarn de?ecting roller 29 which 
is mounted similarly to the auxiliary roller 26 but spaced 
therefrom‘to determine the arc of contact of the yarn 10 
with the heated roller 13. The de?ecting roller 29 is car 
ried by a pivoted arm 30 ‘capable of being swung about 
an axis “C” parallel to the heated roller axis “B” and 
gravity biassed away from'the heated roller 13. A pneu 
matic piston and cylinder 31 (or controllable spring 
means) acts on the pivoted arm 30 to bias it towards the 
heated roller ‘13. 

In. the pneumatic arrangement there is also provided 
(in the pneumatic circuit) an operator’s “on” and “otf” 
valve 32 (FIGURE 7), a key operated needle valve (illus 
trated at 41 and’ conveniently disposed remote from the 
operator’s valve) and a sensitive gauge (not shown). 
The turning of an operator’s “on” and “off” handle 33 
on a spindle 34 rotates a cam 35 which operates the “on” 
and “off” valve 32 and causes a sequence of operations 
to take place; ?rst, the air pressure line is opened a certain 
amount; then the de?ecting roller 29 is moved to the limit 
of an adjustable stop 36 (FIGURE 6) to de?ect the yarn 
'10 into contact with a predetermined arc of the heated 
roller 13 (the stop 36 controlling the ?nal distance of the 
de?ecting roller 29 away ‘from the heated roller 13); and 
?nally the full air pressure is applied against the auxiliary 
roller 26 to trap the yarn 10 between it and the heated 
roller 13. The key operated valve 41 is fora supervisor 
only who alone can operate this (when the‘ operator’s 
valve 32 is. opened) to control the air pressure applied to 
the auxiliary roller 26. 
There is further provided a pair of eccentrics 37, 38 

on the‘spindle 34 co-operating with the tail 27a and a tail 
30a of the pivoted arms 27, 30 respectively for adjustably 
displacing the two‘ rollers 26, 29 away from the'heated 
roller 13 when the valve 32 is “off” thereby allowing for 
threading up ‘of‘the'yarn 19. When the valve 32 is “on” 
there is. a gap between the tail 27a and the eccentric 37 
to allow necessary resilience of the auxiliary roller 26 
under‘ the applied air pressure. . 

‘ The‘remay also be a start and stop switch 39 and an 
‘ operating cam 40 therefor on the spindle 34. 

65 y In threading up, a length of yarn 10 is pulled fromthe 
supply package and its free end is attached to the take-off 
means; the pulled-off yarn is then wrapped round the 
grooves of the rollers 14,18 in the correct sequence; the 
yarn is then passed ‘through the spaces between the sepa 
rated heated roller, auxiliary roller and de?ecting roller, 
and next it is passed around the grooves in the stretching 
‘rollers 11,1 12 in the correct sequence; ?nally the yarn is 
passed through the tensioning device adjacent the supply 
package. 

It will be appreciated that in operation of the apparatus, 
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the yarn is stretched to the appropriate extent by rollers 
11, 12, and while in the stretched condition has one side 
heated and is received by rollers 14, 13. These rollers 14, 
18 maintain the yarn substantially in its stretched condi 
tion while it cools. When the yarn is surrendered by 
rollers 14, 18, it relaxes and cools (or may cool) further. 
In the relaxed and cooled yarn, that side thereof which was 
heated retains at least some of the applied extension and 
so the yarn assumes a helical form. 
We claim: 
1. A method of imparting a crimped effect to thermo 

plastic yarn, which comprises stretching the yarn, heating 
it to a temperature below the melting point thereof, while 
stretched, in such manner that a temperature gradient is 
set up across the yarn to thereby permanently elongate 
one side of the yarn relative to the other, cooling it and 
permitting it to relax to form the crimped effect with the 
outside of a crimp constituted by the elongated side of 
the yarn. 

2. A method of imparting a substantially helical 
crimped effect to thermoplastic yarn, which comprises 
stretching the yarn, and causing one side of the yarn to 
retain permanently a greater proportion of the applied 
stretch by establishing a temperature gradient across the 
stretched yarn substantially without destroying the molec 
ular orientation thereof and thereafter cooling and relax 
ing the yarn to establish the crimped effect with the out 
side of a crimp constituted by the side which retains the 
greater proportion of stretch. 

3. A method according to claim 1, wherein the yarn 
is subjected, while in a relaxed state, to further heat treat 
ment at a temperature intermediate the low temperature 
of the gradient and the highest temperature to which the 
yarn is likely to be subjected. 

4. A method according to claim 1 wherein the yarn is 
heated on one side and cooled on the other side. 

5. A method of imparting a crimped effect to thermo 
plastic yarn, which comprises stretching the yarn by pass 
ing it over stretching rollers revolving at differing periph 
eral speeds, heating the travelling yarn while stretched to 
a temperature below the melting point thereof, in such 
manner as to establish a temperature gradient across the 
yarn by passing it over a heating roller without destroying 
the molecular orientation thereof, cooling the travelling 
yarn, and permitting the yarn to relax by passing it over 
a let-off roller to thereby establish the crimped effect with 
the outside of a crimp constituted by the side of the yarn 
corresponding to the warmer side of the gradient. 

6. A method according to claim 5 in which the yarn is 
pressed over an adjustable predetermined arc of the heat 
ing roller. 

7. A method of imparting a crimped effect to nylon 
yarn, which comprises stretching the nylon yarn, and 
causing one side of the yarn to retain permanently a 
greater proportion of the applied stretch than the other 
by establishing a temperature gradient across the yarn 
and thereafter cooling and relaxing the yarn to establish 
the crimped effect with the outside of a crimp constituted 
by the side of the yarn having the greater proportion of 
the applied stretch permanently retained therein. 

8. A method according to claim 7, wherein the high 
value of the temperature gradient is at least 180° C. 

9. Apparatus for imparting a crimped effect to thermo 
plastic yarn, comprising means for substantially uni 
formly stretching the yarn, heating means for non-uni 
formly heating it while stretched to a maximum tempera 
ture below the melting temperature thereof and for pro 
ducing a temperature gradient across the yarn which 
effects a permanent greater elongation on one side of the 
yarn, and means for cooling and relaxing the yarn to 
establish the crimped effect with the outside of a crimp 
formed by said one side. 

10. Apparatus for imparting a crimped effect to 
thermoplastic yarn while the latter travels serially through 
a stretching zone, a heating zone, and a cooling and 
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8 
relaxing zone, comprising means in the stretching zone 
for stretching the yarn passing through that zone, means 
in the heating zone for heating one side of the stretched 
yarn to a temperature below the melting point of the 
yarn and for establishing a heat gradient across the 
stretched yarn passing through that zone thereby perma 
nently setting in a greater portion of the elongation on 
said one side, and means in the cooling and relaxing zone 
for permitting the travelling yarn to cool and relax there 
by to form the crimped effect with the outside of a crimp 
constituted substantially by said one side. 

11. Apparatus for imparting a crimped effect to 
thermoplastic yarn while the latter travels serially through 
a stretching zone, a heating zone, and a cooling and relax 
ing zone, comprising means in the stretching zone for 
stretching the travelling yarn, heating means in the heat 
ing zone for permanently elongating one side relative 
to the opposite side by heating one side of the stretched 
yarn and for establishing a heat gradient across the 
stretched yarn passing through that zone, and means in 
the cooling and relaxing zone for maintaining the heated 
yarn in the stretched condition while cooling and for then 
permitting it to relax. 

12. Apparatus according to claim 11 wherein some of 
said means include an idle stretching roller and an idle 
draw-off roller, and driven stretching and draw-off rollers, 
each of said rollers having an axis, and the axes of said 
idle stretching roller and of said idle draw-off roller being 
slightly inclined to the axes of said driven stretching and 
draw-off rollers. 

13. Apparatus for imparting a crimped effect to 
thermoplastic yarn, comprising stretching rollers over 
which the yarn passes from a supply, a heater roller over 
which the yarn passes from the stretching rollers for heat 
ing one side of the stretched yarn and thereby establish 
ing a temperature gradient across the yarn, an auxiliary 
roller forming a nip between it and the heater roller for 
the passage of the yarn, a de?ecting roller spaced from 
the auxiliary roller for engaging the yarn and for de?ect 
ing it into contact with the heater roller in a predeter 
mined arc of contact, pneumatic means for biasing the 
auxiliary roller and de?ecting roller towards the heater 
roller, and means for relaxing the yarn after leaving the 
heater roller and permitting it to cool. 

14. Apparatus according to claim 13 having an adjust 
able limit stop to control the distance of the de?ecting 
roller from the heater roller and consequently control the 
length of arc of contact of the yarn with the heater roller. 

15. Apparatus according to claim 14 having cam means 
operable to displace the auxiliary and de?ecting rollers 
away from the heater roller when required. 

16. Apparatus according to claim 15 having lost motion 
between the auxiliary roller and its cam to allow required 
resilience of pressure of the auxiliary roller towards the 
heater roller. 

17. A method of imparting a crimped effect to a ther 
moplastic yarn, which comprises progressing the yarn 
through a zone wherein it is stretched longitudinally and 
substantially uniformly and thereafter permitting the yarn 
to relax, and prior to relaxing the yarn rendering the 
stretch permanent, to differing extents at opposite sides 
of the yarn, by non-uniform heat treatment of the opposite 
sides of the yarn below the melting temperature of the 
yarn. 

18. A method of imparting a helical crimped effect to 
a thermoplastic yarn, which comprises tensioning the yarn 
and thereby elongating it, heat-setting the elongation to 
differing extents at opposite sides of the yarn at a tempera 
ture below the melting point of the yarn so as not to de 
stroy the molecular orientation thereof, and relaxing the 
yarn to establish the crimped effect. 

19. Apparatus for imparting a crimped effect to a ther 
moplastic yarn, comprising means for traversing the yarn 
through a stretching zone and for temporarily tensioning 
and thereby elongating the yarn in passage through that 
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zone, and means for heat-setting the elongation to differ 
ing extents at opposite sides of the yarn by ensuring that 
one side of the running yarn is, while under tension, 
hotter than the other but below the melting temperature 
of the yarn so as not to destroy the molecular orientation 
thereof. ‘ 1 

20. A method of imparting a crimped effect to thermo 
plastic continuous-?lamentyar‘n, which consists in stretch 
ing the yarn by passing it“ over annular grooves of pro 
gressively increasing diameter‘in a‘pair of spaced stretch-. 
ing rollers,'heating the travelling yarn, while stretched, 
below the melting temperature thereof in such a manner 
as to establish a temperature gradient across the yarn 
by passing it over a heating roller substantially without 
destroying the molecular orientation thereof, cooling the 
travelling yarn, and permitting the yarn to relax by pass 
ing it over a let-01f roller, whereby the relaxed yarn is 
caused to retain a greater proportion of the stretch at 
one side of the yarn than the other‘which one side forms 
the outside of a crimp. , 

21. A method of imparting a crimped effect to‘ con 
tinuous—?lament thermoplastic yarn which consists in 
drawing the‘ yarn continuously from a supply source, 
traversing the yarn through stretching and heating zones 
in which stretching zone the runningyarn is stretched 
rectilinearly and in which heating; zone the yarn is heated 
at one side to a temperature below the melting point 
thereof to establish, in the rectilinearly-stretched yarn 
travelling through the stretching ‘zone, a temperature 
gradient across the running yarn without disturbing the 
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molecular orientation thereof, further traversing the yarn ‘ ‘ 
through a relaxing and cooling zone‘in which the yarn is 
relaxed and cooled, and winding the relaxed and cooled 
yarn into a wound package; whereby the relaxed and 
‘cooled yarn wound into the “package ‘permanently retains 
a higher proportion of the applied stretch along one side 
of the yarn than along the other side and adopts a helical 
form with the outside of a crimp formed by said one side. 

22. ‘ Apparatus according to claim“ 9, wherein the 
stretching means comprises stretching ‘rollers over which 
the yarn passes from a supply, the heating means is a 

cheater roller over which the yarn then passes, and the 
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means for cooling and relaxing the yarn comprises let-off > 
rollers over which the yarn next passes. 

23. Apparatus for imparting a‘ crimped effect to ther~ 
moplastic yarn, comprising stretching rollers for receiv 
ing the yarn from a supply and stretching it, a heater 
roller for receiving the stretched yarn from the stretching 
rollers and for heating it while stretched and for estab- ‘a 
lishing a temperature gradient across the stretched yarn, 
an auxiliary rollerlfor‘pressin-g the yarn against the heater 

' roller, a de?ecting roller, spaced‘ from the auxiliary roller, 
for de?ecting the yarn ‘into contact with the heater roller 
‘over a predetermined arc of the latter, and let-off rollers 
for receiving the stretched yarn from the heater roller 
and for surrendering it in relaxed condition. 

24. Apparatus for imparting a crirnped elfect to ther 
moplastic yarn while the latter travels serially through a 
stretching zone, a heating zone, and a cooling and relax 
ing zone, comprising at the stretching zone means for 
receiving the yarn, gradually stretching it, and then for 
warding the stretched yarn, which means comprises a 
‘pair of stretching rollers each having annular yarn-re 
ceiving grooves of progressively-increasing diameters 
affording a yarn-speed-up path around the two rollers, 
means at the heating zone for receiving the stretched yarn 
and heating one side of it to a temperature below the 
melting point thereof and ‘for thereby establishing a heat 
gradient across the stretched yarn passing through the 
heating zone, and means, comprising a pair of let-off 
rollers, in the cooling and relaxing zone for receiving the 
yarn from the heating means and for surrendering it in 
relaxed condition. ' ‘ . 

25. Apparatus according to claim 24, wherein the pair 
of stretching rollers consists of a driven roller and an 
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idle roller rotatable about‘ an axis slightly inclined to 
that of the driven stretching roller, and wherein the pair 
of-let-off rollers consists of a driven roller and an idle 
roller rotatable about an axis slightly inclined to that of 
the driven let-off roller. 

26. A method of imparting a helically-crimped effect 
to thermoplastic yarn, which consists in drawing ‘the‘yarn 
continuously from a supply thereof, stretching the travel 
ling yarn lengthwise, causing one side of the yarn to re 
tain permanently a greater proportion of the applied 
stretch than the other side by establishing a temperature 
gradient across the cross-section of the travelling yarn by 
nipping the travelling yarn between hot and cold surfaces 
and thereafter cooling and relaxing the yarn. ‘ 

. 27. Strand-treating apparatus comprising forwarding 
means including a pair of counter-rotating nip rolls 
adapted to admit and forward a strand in oriented con 
dition therebetween, a tensioning device adapted to apply 
restraining tension to said strand entering the roll nip, 
heating means effective to increase the temperature of 
the peripheral surface of one of the rolls, and cooling 
means effective to maintain the peripheral surface of 
the‘ other roll at a lower temperature than that of the 
?rst roll. ' 

28. A 'method of imparting a crimped formation of a 
thermoplastic ?lament which comprises the steps of with 
drawing the ?lament continuously from a supply thereof, 
passing the running ?lament through a stretching zone 
and in passage through said zone extending the ?lament 
longitudinally with an extension which is substantially, 
uniform across the section of the ?lament, and causing 
the greater proportion of the longitudinal extension to be 
permanently set into the ?lament at one side thereof than 
at the opposite side by passing the uniformly extended 
running ?lament through a heating zone and during pas 
sage therethrough establishing a heat gradient across 
the section of the ?lament from a high value less than 
the melting point of the ?lament at said one side to a 
lesser value at said opposite side and thereafter relaxing 
and cooling the ?lament, whereby said ?lament is given 
a tendency to assume a helical disposition ‘with said one 
side at the outside of the helix. 

29. Strand-treating apparatus comprising forwarding 
means to forward a strand in oriented condition, a ten_ 
sion device adapted to apply tension to said strand, 
heating means including at least one roll and effective to 
increase the temperature of the peripheral surface of 
said one roll, means for passing said strand over said one 
roll on one side thereof, and cooling means effective to 
maintain the opposite side of said strand at a lower tem 
perature than said one side thereof. ' 

30.‘Apparatus for imparting a crimped effect to a 
thermoplastic yarn, comprising ?rst means for receiving 
the yarn from a supply and stretching it, a heater roller 
for receiving the stretched yarn from said ?rst means and 
for heating it while stretched and for establishing a tem 
perature gradient across‘ the stretched yarn, means for 
causing the yarn to engage at least a portion of the 
‘heater roller, and let-o? rollers for receiving the stretched 
yarn from the heater roller and for surrendering it in 
relaxed condition. 

31. A method of imparting a crimped formation to a 
thermoplastic ?lament which comprises the steps of with 
drawing the ?lament continuously from a supply thereof, 
passing the running ?lament through a stretching zone 
and in passage through said zone extending the ?lament 
longitudinally with an extension which is substantially 
uniform across the section of the ?lament, and causing 
the greater proportion of the longitudinal extension to 
be permanently set into the ?lament at one side thereof _ 
than at the opposite side by passing the uniformly extend 
ed running ?lament through a heating zone and during 
passage therethrough establishing a heat gradient across 
the section of the ?lament from a high value less than 
the melting point of the ?lament at said one side to a 
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lesser value at said opposite side, by passing the uniform 
ly extended running ?lament between and in simultaneous 
Contact with two opposed surfaces traveling in the same 
direction, and at substantially the same speed as the ?la 
ment, one of which surfaces is hot and the other of which 
is cold, and thereafter relaxing and cooling the ?lament, 
whereby said ?lament is given a tendency to assume a 
helical disposition with said one side at the outside of the 
helix. 
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